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Editors Note -Boitumelo Mogotlane

Howdy everyone!!!
It’s the third edition of the E- Newsletter
(Issue 3) for the year.
We trust, and hope you enjoyed the last
Newsletter 😊.
In this edition we will be unpacking
activities that happened the last two
months.
Just to keep you up to tabs on what
activities are implemented , every two months will be sharing highlights and news that occur
at SAAYC!!
Can you believe It? its already July and like we promised, we have exciting fun packaged
features, news and activities.

It was a very busy month for SAAYC with it being Youth Month. Most of the events took place
at the SAAYC Centres, in this feature will take you through all the Youth Month events and
activities that went on in July 2018

We trust and hope you will enjoy this edition. Look out for our next issue to be released in
September 2018.

MEET THE TEAM: NEW APPOINTMENTS
EKURHULENI VOLUNTEERS

Daniel Songo

Pule Lekwape
EKURHULENI CENTRE MANAGER

Nomfundo Thusini
NATIONAL OFFICE FINANACE INTERN

Zandi Gama

ETWATWA EVENT:YOUTH IMBIZO
YOUTH IMBIZO is a form of communities made up of members of the public from the
surrounding the centre and beneficiaries come together and converse and unpack issues
affecting the community and the youth in Etwatwa .The Imbizo was hosted by SAAYC Etwatwa
Centre on the 29TH June ‘18 that discussed and addressed issues that are facing young
unemployed youth in Etwatwa, Eastrand. Young people didn’t just attend the event, they also
actively participated and contributed towards the solutions that were uttered by some of the
guests invited by the organisation.
Young people at the Etwatwa Centre seemed to thrive on positivity and greatness. They agreed
enormously with the speakers as they encouraged them to get out of their comfort zones and
start doing something and creating portfolios for themselves as people look at references and an
individual’s background of skills before they agree to work with them. One speaker from the
Department of Social Development highlighted how many young stars especially in the townships
are disregarding the importance of education and are mostly concerned about making quick
money, which isn’t how the world works in most cases as you must give something to get
something.
One of our speakers Ms. Happy Xaba shared her background, from her days of volunteering with
SAAYC in the late 90’s to date. She highlighted her best and challenging memories with the
organisation and said, “she had a lot of chances to leave the organisation, but she couldn’t
because she loves and is also grounded on in what she does.
One speaker Mr Njabulu Ngwenya who has been to prison and has now turned his life around to
become a Pastor told his touching story and how he managed to turn a back on his past. He was
very grounded in pleasing his friends and becoming a bad role model to the younger generation
but when he came face to face with the chains and cold prison walls, he decided to leave prison
a different man “By giving my life to God the Father was the best decision I have made thus far
after leaving that cold place,” he said firmly. He encouraged the youth to take a step at
educating themselves and becoming better role models. Communities are not changed by big
organisations but by individuals who change themselves and their surroundings. Mr Mthandeni
Mbele , one of the Board members closed the meeting with powerful words of change and
positivity.
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SAAYC SOWETO OPEN DAY
Open Days are usually ‘BIG’ events but
SAAYC makes them better. This Open Day
was aimed at launching and presenting
new programmes that SAAYC is
introducing
and
creating
awareness
of the
SAAYC
Centre. The
youth of
Soweto
came in
great
numbers and made the event spectacular
The Open Day was led Ms Leseg
Tlhabanyane programme directors of the
day,speakers from different organisations
took to the podium to address the young
people at the Open Day .IT Graduations
took place for those who have completed
Comptia &IT Essentials Modules.Pride
illuminated in the eyes of the supportive
crowd, especially those who are related to
the graduates.
SAAYC ensures to make a mark in the lives
of those who cross of path. The
organisation is about impacting the lives of
those it crosses paths with, as it unleashes
the hidden potential that most have when
they first visit our centres. SAAYC took
willing students beyond their limitations, as
the saying goes; the sky is the limit for
those who can see beyond the stars.
Some of SAAYC previous volunteers at the
Soweto Centre graced the event with their
presence as guests and shared their
testimonies. Some only came with talent to
SAAYC but left with something more to
their names, others with no education but
left in a graduation gown and others
came to pass time and came out as
Centre Managers. “I came to SAAYC to
pass time as a volunteer and today I am a

centre manager” said Ms. Nomfundo
Thusini as she thanked her former Centre
Manager, Mr Bongani Mnisi for grooming
her and helping her to get to where she is
now! Centre coordinators as previously
called are at the centres to help the youth
and guide them into the direction of
success. Many thanks went to Mr. Bongani
Mnisi as the Centre Manager of Soweto
and all who testified, spoke well of him.
SAAYC partners were present to present
available opportunities to the youth. Most
organisations urged the youth to volunteer
so that they can earn valuable work
experience and others such as Tshepo
One Million presented their content
through a performance that was very
educational and humorous. The
performance was aimed at teaching the
youth the importance of conduct in a
work place, creating a pleasant CV and
entrepreneurship skills. Performances from
Mofolo Melodies and The Biggs were well
appreciated by the crowed present.
Partners and Exhibitors who were present
was City Year Tshepo 1 Million ,Icollege
Rosebank College,Tabel Charm,Matters of
the brain,Bontle Bathlago coupled by the
SAAYC Stall.
Mr Mkhwanazi, the
Executive Director of
the organisation
closed the event by
thanking the all and
ushering his words of
wisdom to the crowd
that had his
attention. “Impacting
one life out of ten is an
achievement that needs to celebrate”
he said as he congratulated the
graduates.
His face was glowing with pride and
appreciation for the event.
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YOUTH MONTH DIALOGUE IN ORANGE FARM

The 29 th June was another dynamic day at the Orange Farrm SAAYC Centre.
The Centre hosted a Youth Dialogue as part of Youth Celebrations for the Youth Month.
Beneficaries of the centre and the Youth at large came in their number to be part of this
conversation.The topic of the day was What does it mean to be a young person in 2018?
The Programme Director of the day was Mr Simphiwe “Shef” Hlophe. The in youth from
Orange Farm engaged in this topic sharing different insights and visions of what it means to
be a young person in South Africa in 2018
Ms. Nkuli Khoza one of the attendees mentioned how important it is as a young person to
know what you want in life and not only to depend on Government .
Part of the dialogue was three panlists Mr Paballo DIboke ,Mr Muzi Malindi and Ms Keletso
Mofokeng. The panelists also shared quite insighful information on issues affecting youth and
the communities.
Various oraganisations around the community were present at the dialogue,institutes like
Boston City College and Rosebank College were present at the event.One of the highlights
of the dialogue was the team from SABC Kids News coming to the event and covering the
event that was aired on the 4th of July 2018 at 06:20 amTo view footage please visit
ourInstagram https://www.instagram.com/p/BlH1fVzn5hG/?taken-by=saayc1

4TH ANNUAL NASREC YOUTH EXPO

Visit www.saayc/gallery.co.za for more on the Nasrec Youth Expo
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ICT CONFERENCE
” Electronic-Governance is the use of Information
and

Communication

government

to

deliver

Technology
services.

by
It

the
makes

government services accessible with its costeffective and responsiveness in terms of receiving
and giving out information. In its partnership with
SAAYC, it aims to make government resources and
opportunities easily accessible online as the
delivery of information is slowly shifting from print
to digital.
Held in Birchwood Hotel is the ICT Conference, organised by SAAYC in partnership with EGov the conference was about empowering young people, especially entrepreneurs to be
aware of the opportunities and advantages that the internet has to offer. It is in the open
that research and determination are needed for an idea to get off the ground and those
are the kind of young people the conference was hoping to reach, hardworking and
determined.
With Mr Tumisho Malombo- Digital Architect from Microsoft as one of the speakers had a
lot to share about the digital world, where it is now and where it is going. He shared his
professional journey with the youth that aspires to get to where he is and highlighted the
importance of rejection when he encouraged others not to be afraid that should be able to
embrace it and learn from it.
New developments are underway and artificial intelligence will become a need in the future
as humans are slowly depending on it for information, communication and accessibility.
Brands like Microsoft have already created a presence for themselves in the industry, but
competition will not be the same in the future.
Ms. Samanth Ngidi added by saying, brands are made through consistency and hard work.
They add value to people’s lives and that is how they end up becoming a need in the sight
of their customers. She encouraged each person in the room to re-evaluate their personal
brands and amend them where needed. Brands are known for what they deliver at a time of
need and same applies to human beings. “We are all brands and we all have something to
give that the next person doesn’t have and that is the reason we all need each other”, Cecil
added. Young entrepreneurs encouraged other aspiring entrepreneurs to keep building
what they can see according to their vision, with the help of the internet as well and others
who have walked the on the same path.
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ICT CONFERENCE PICTORIAL
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SAAYC COMPETITION WINNER
The young man from University of Johannesburg, Mr Xallyssor Yonda Nomtshibe is the brain
child of the ICTAGE Programme (new name), him and other hopefuls have submitted
their proposed names through Twitter and Facebook!!
We have changed the name COMPUTER BASED PROGRAMMES TO ICTAGE PROGRAMME!!
which is pronounced Istage but written Ictage
Visit our Youtube page on SAAYC to see more on what Yonda had to say!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MteGP2Pt5s

SAAYC YOUTUBE PAGE

SAAYC has launched its new SAAYC Youtube page
Exciting times at SAAYC from the Electronic Newsletter to Live and Online Videos
We are proud to announce and declare that SAAYC has new YouTube page that launched
early July
This page is there for members and the public to be aware on SAAYC Activities from trainings
that take place to major events SAAYC host.
To have an insight and to be on the loop of things just visit the Youtube Page and subscribe
By subscribing you have unlimited access on the activities and notifications that are from the
SAAYC Youtube Page
The SAAYC YouTube Page is called SAAYC ! Ungaphuthelwa!
Visit us on www.saayc.co.za to access the latest news.

